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I always love it when an artist goes back and records songs from the old hymn books!
Chronicle’s latest project includes ten songs from the Redback Hymnal, and they have
appropriately titled the project “Sunday Morning Redback Hymnal.” Most of these songs are
songs that I grew up singing in church and, if you grew up in church, you likely did too!
Chronicle has some great arrangements on these songs, and you will really enjoy hearing these
hymns again!
When it comes to classic, up-beat songs out of the hymnal, there are probably very few, if any,
that are as well known at “The Old Gospel Ship.” Tim and Missy Kinchen, who make up
Chronicle, do an excellent job singing this incredible song and it is a rousing start to this project.
“Don’t Let Me Walk Too Far From Calvary” is a beautiful song that I honestly am not real
familiar with. I love the song though and the message to constantly be reminded of the sacrifice
that Jesus made on Calvary that day. There is no one that is a greater friend than Jesus and
the old hymn “No Not One” does a tremendous job reminding us of that! This upbeat version on
this project is awesome too!
Certainly, one of the most well-known songs anywhere is “Amazing Grace.” It is one of the first
songs that I ever remember hearing in church and Chronicle has included the song next on this
project. “City Of Gold” is one of those songs that gets up and goes! I have always loved this
song but have not heard it in quite some time. I enjoyed this version a lot. A song that brings
back a lot of memories for me is “Turn Your Eyes Upon Jesus.” It was a favorite song of my
mom’s and I can remember her requesting it often in church. It is a beautiful message and
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melody and a song that I will always love. Another of the classic songs on this project is “Sweet
By And By.” It is a very familiar song that is a favorite of many.

One of my personal favorite hymns is “I Don’t Know About Tomorrow” and I love that Chronicle
included it on this project! I also love their arrangement of the song! I don’t know about
tomorrow but thank God, He does! Another song that is very well-known is “The Old Rugged
Cross.” If you grew up in church, you probably sang that song hundreds of times. I still love it
and it remains one of my all-time favorite hymns. The final song on the project is called “Lean
Medley” and it includes several songs about leaning on and trusting in Jesus! It is a great
medley and terrific ending to this incredible project!
I am here to tell you that there is no way you can go wrong with the old hymns of the church. If
you love the old hymns of the church and you love good Southern Gospel singing than this
project is for you! It has ten beloved hymns all expertly produced, arranged and sung by
Chronicle. It is hard to pick favorites when every song is so well-known but that is what I do so I
have chosen these three as my favorites; “The Old Gospel Ship,” “City Of Gold” and “Turn Your
Eyes Upon Jesus.” Honestly though, every song is a favorite and if you love the hymns of the
church as much as I do, what are you waiting for? Get your copy of “Sunday Morning Redback
Hymnal” today! Chronicle and the hymns of the church … a winning recipe for sure! For more
information on Chronicle, visit their website at www.chroniclegospelgroup.com.
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